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MODZI  ARTS  GALLERY
Modzi Arts is a contemporary, conceptual art space that works with artists to develop 

and present new bodies of work. It was established in 2017 with the vision on knowledge 

exchange, experimenting, engagement and history as a point to depart. 

Our approach is based on fundamentals in history to grow the Zambian multidisciplinary 

and contemporary art scene to both local and international audiences. The gallery has 

increased the visibility and accessibility of the arts within Zambia, while supporting the 

professionalization of Zambian artists and the reimagining of old curatorial approaches.

This is evident as we take part for a third time, in the annual FNB Art Joburg since 2019. 

This year we represent Zambian artists Aaron Samual Mulenga and Mapopa Hussein 

Manda

www.modziarts.com |

director@modziarts.com |

What’s App | +260 97 778 3992 |

Lusaka | Zambia |

Instagram | @modzigallery | 
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AARON SAMUEL MULENGA|

Welcome Home KK |

Handkerchief with Hessian on wooden Plinth |

2021 |



AARON SAMUEL MULENGA|

I Can’t Breathe |

Gas-mask, Hessian on wooden Plinth |

2021|



AARON SAMUEL MULENGA|

Sanga Ishiwi Yobe |

Magephone on wooden Plinth |

20 x 14 x 12cm |

2021 |



AARON SAMUEL MULENGA|

The Proleteriat |

Workers hat with wooden Plinth |

2021 |



AARON SAMUEL MULENGA|

Afronaut Chintelelwe |

Fabric, Acrylic on Hessian |

100 x 125cm |

2021 |



AARON SAMUEL MULENGA|

Afronaut Jojo |

Fabric, Acrylic on Hessian |

100 x 125cm |

2021 |



MAPOPA HUSSEIN MANDA|

Hope |

Acrylic, Reclaimed wood on Chitenge & Burlap |

260 x 216cm |

2021 |



MAPOPA HUSSEIN MANDA|

The Last Zambian Supper, Part 2 |

Acrylic on canvas |

150 x 300cm |

2021 |



MAPOPA HUSSEIN MANDA|

The 1960 murder of Lillian Burton |

Acrylic on canvas |

100 x 120cm |

2021 |



MAPOPA HUSSEIN MANDA|

Extinction |

Acrylic, Reclaimed wood on Chitenge & Burlap |

260 x 216cm |

2021 |



MAPOPA HUSSEIN MANDA|

Arise Mama Africa|

Acrylic on canvas |

100 x 160cm |

2021 |



MAPOPA HUSSEIN MANDA|

Bend Down Boutique ‘Salaula’ |

Acrylic on canvas |

100 x 120cm |

2021 |



MAPOPA HUSSEIN MANDA|

Dead Aid |

Acrylic on canvas |

100 x 120cm |

2021 |



AARON SAMUEL  MULENGA
Aaron Samuel Mulenga (b. 1990, Lusaka, Zambia) is a mixed media artist currently pursuing his PhD at the University of California 

Santa Cruz, where he seeks to build upon the research he begun in his Masters, exploring the concept of Transcendence 

through flight.

In 2019 Mulenga completed his Masters of Fine Art from Rhodes university. In 2017 he participated in a bronze-sculpting residency 

with the Falconer Foundry. He has also participated in a number of group exhibitions such as, And Counting, Johannesburg Art 

Gallery (2019), Converge, Grahamstown National Arts Festival (2018). Disclosure, SMAC Gallery (2017), Salvage, Port Elizabeth 

(2017), Materiality, Iziko Museum(2019) and Absa L’atalier Gallery (2016 & 2017). As well as his participation in art fairs within 

South Africa; Latitudes Art Fair (2020), FNB Art Joburg (2019), Stellenbosch Triennale (2019).

Mulenga’s work explores themes of identity, power, mobility and the reimagination of religious iconography, in particular, 

Christianity. By reimagining images that depict biblical characters or stories in a way that is more inclusive of people of colour, 

his intention is to destabilize the Eurocentric narrative that is prevalent in such images. Mulenga’s work contains symbols that 

speak to Zambian cultural heritage and draws on practices such as the unique body markings used by the Bemba people 

(amongst other tribes in the country) as a tool to identify themselves. Mulenga was drawn to this enquiry when he realized that 

there was a lack of representation of black people in the images of Christianity he was engaging with; leading him to join the 

conversation of spirituality in Africa through his work.

Mulenga’s work is expressed in a number of mediums as a strategy to explore different aspects of a given project such as 

Transcendence. He works in bronze, photography, video, installation, performance, painting and drawing.

The main focus of Mulenga’s work for FNB Art Joburg  2021 deals with the concept of ancestors, which can be understood as 

a study of masks as they appear in the Zambian context. Often, the masks that are made are a reference to the ancestors 

or cultures that where there before and are sold to tourists as curios. Mulenga is engaging with masks that are already made 

and adding other elements to them, creating a collage of different ideas and in turn re constructing their meaning. In ‘I Can’t 

Breathe’, the addition of the gas mask to the traditional mask is meant to evoke what is happening in our present-day where 

we have to wear face masks in public due to Covid. Another dimension to the piece is the connection with the riots and 

protests that are taking place in the US as part of the “Black Lives Matter” movement. Or even considering the Arab spring 

protests. Or within Zambia, having had our own form of protests and riots against disenfranchisement, where people have had 

to cover their faces to protect themselves form tear gas.

 

The piece entitled ‘Welcome Home KK’ is another stand out piece in this series using a mask. Zambia recently lost its founding 

father Kenneth Kaunda and the piece acts as a homage to KK as he always waved a white handkerchief. But also reflecting 

again on the people who have become ancestors and our cultural practices through belief systems within Zambia. 



MAPOPA HUSSE IN  MANDA
Mapopa Hussein Manda (b. 1982, Lusaka, Zambia) is a  mixed media artist. Manda took part in an apprenticeship programme 

at Rockston Studios in Lusaka, under the direction of Stary Mwaba. He has exhibited in Lusaka at the Henry Tayali Art Gallery, 

Lusaka National Museum, Livingstone National Museum and Livingstone National Art Gallery. Manda is also a graduate of the 

Asiko 2016 workshop and residency under First Floor Gallery Harare.

During Manda’s early childhood his parents as civil servants surrounded him with piles of newspapers and British Broadcasting 

Corporation (BBC) radio. This has evidently had an influence on his work. Manda’s work acts as political and social 

commentary, experimenting with his role as a contemporary Zambian artist. His exploration of controversial ideas is imbedded 

in his interconnected layered collages with paint, text, photography, cardboard, plastic and wood.  The pieces reflect the 

deep and sometimes dark sides of media, art history, popular culture, religion and political history which develop into complex 

tableaux, becoming points of conversation and platforms for a cause or ideas rather than delivering prescribed answers.

Manda’s approach is influenced by mock newsprint, like a brand he has created the ‘Times of Mapopa’. His current focus for 

FNB Art Joburg 2021 echos contemporary politics of climate change and the environment. He explores ideas of reclaiming the 

future without repeating mistakes of the past.

The piece entitled ‘Extinction’ touches on the cycle of humanity and nature at a point of protest.  A girl stands with a machete 

in one hand and an elephant foot on her head, a vivid moment for Manda as he recollects his encounter with what he calls 

the “elephant girl” in the middle of the Mosi-oa-Tunya bushes. A monstrous experience and yet one that he cannot forget 

as this discourse between man and animal continue to take on a subjective role one where he sees the reaction of man on 

nature as a result of our defunct.

Another piece, ‘Hope’ symbolises the symptoms of climate change as a broken system; a boy standing in water with his hands 

folded together, a back pack and a flag strapped to him, watching the ruins and the degradation in front of him. Manda sees 

this work as a performance piece, and makes references toward the “Extinction Rebellion” movement. 


